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The Guardian Eleven Science Fiction
I was reminded of the authors who first got me hooked on science fiction with their combination of deep humanity, brilliant storytelling and wild imagination: writers such as Theodore Sturgeon ...
The best recent science fiction and fantasy – reviews roundup
Eleven years after publishing its first collection ... as if Esther Greenwood were taking over from Holden Caulfield now.” Science fiction’s influence is evident, not least in the contribution ...
Granta names world’s best young Spanish-language writers
Although known mostly for a few “science fiction” books (and fine reads ... I thoroughly enjoy the Guardian’s book reviews and fairly often engage with your online book events – but ...
Five books that got you through lockdown
They get precedence sometimes.” The Melbourne couple met in 2003 on an online science fiction forum. It was the early days of the internet and both were looking for people beyond their normal ...
How we stay together: 'We dust ourselves off and get on with it, really'
But if you’ve caught any other science fiction films recently, it’s bound to be quite far down the list, anyway. Again and again over the past decade, cinema has warned us that venturing ...
Sitting in a tin can: why sci-fi films are finally telling astronaut life like it is
The three pieces of the science-fiction puzzle fit together to make a bland, incurious picture with little awe at the universe. Portal is released on 19 April on digital platforms ...
Portal review – close encounters of the disappointing kind
And for good reason, Gillespie pointed out, citing both the flowerings of imagination about a centralist utopia before the Bolshevik revolution and a boom in science fiction before the moon landings.
Writers grapple with rules of the imagination
Photograph: Anthony McCartney/AP Last modified on Mon 5 Apr 2021 00.22 EDT There’s a child who exists only in fiction ... one minute or eight minutes or eleven minutes? On account of it ...
Forget about irony, witty writing is all it takes to capture a child's imagination
The concept of space as a clean slate comes with the caveat that only a select few are worthy of salvation The gap between science fiction and reality has often been seen as a marker of human ...
Revive the US space program? How about not
In an ideal world, the double-blind principle also holds good for fiction: every novel is a thought ... The entrepreneurial Hunter wants science to be a pyramid, with a unified vision of the ...
Double Blind by Edward St Aubyn review – in pursuit of knowledge
In the future, the Earth is slowly becoming uninhabitable (something that’s depressingly less fiction and more science) and so a crew is assembled, by a muted Colin Farrell, to travel to another ...
Voyagers review – horny Lord of the Flies in space quickly crashes to earth
Heaped in bridges and banks, it sometimes morphs to ice on its way to the water, forming glassy towers and spires worthy of the wildest science fiction. On a rock loosely furred with ice ...
Country diary: the strange beauty of water caught between frost and thaw
From old tales to new thinking, gardening to science fiction, our tipsters find literary nourishment – and cake, too – at these indie booksellers ...
12 of the UK’s best independent bookshops, chosen by readers
Other recently amended articles include: ‘A specific kind of racism’: Atlanta shootings fuel fears over anti-sex-work ideology The best recent science fiction and fantasy – reviews roundup ...
Corrections and clarifications
I could see the blank looks.” From Corrie, she went to Dramarama, which was an adventure-in-a-single-episode ITV series, with supernatural or science fiction themes. It’s extremely memorable ...
Mutts and millions: how Kay Mellor's pet dog made her rethink The Syndicate
How close do you believe science is to accomplishing a theory of ... And what is the universe expanding into? Nirvana. Eleven-dimensional hyperspace is Nirvana. So you can have Buddhism and ...
String theorist Michio Kaku: 'Reaching out to aliens is a terrible idea'
from children’s authors to journalists to science fiction writers”, to contribute. “I was astonished at how many authors loved the idea and wanted to participate,” said Preston.
Margaret Atwood to edit collaborative modern Decameron for the Covid era
But her most lasting and important legacy is found in her science-fiction stories, now appearing for the first time in English in Terminal Boredom (Verso, various translators, £10.99).
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